SARS Spring 2016
Chairman’s Report
Hi all, welcome to 2016 now well on its way, soon be time
for some eggs (ed; might be just after the eggs!). I would
firstly like to say a well done to all that have reached
further stages with their Licences since last we
communicated in this way, and also the very best to our
current students starting on the journey.
The New Repeater: This is now fully functional in its Dual
Mode C4FM. It will transpond both the standard analogue codes from any
transceiver (as long as the transmission has an encoded CTCSS tone of 103.5 Hz).
The repeater will not respond to a 1750 Hz tone burst. Any Yaesu Digital C4FM
transceiver may be used with the system.
As per previous information available on the Website, the repeater Logic is now very
basic! It ‘may’ give a call sign on access; a call sign will be sent out basically every
10mins. It has a time out of 5mins. When timed out the transmission will cease. At
the end of an over the Tx will Drop out fairly quickly, the timer will reset in this drop
period.
Those of you who at this stage who only have an analogue rig may find the Rx noise
a bit of a pain during digital activity, if your radio is equipped with tone squelch this
can be engaged to keep your Rx quiet; the repeater does not Tx CTCSS in the
Digital Mode. Please be aware that the repeater may be active in the digital mode by
others, so please either override tone squelch to listen or check for “S” meter or Rx
Light before you make a transmission. The Repeater appears to be working now as
good as its predecessor, as far as it will.
The activity night on Wednesdays will be held on analogue only please! I would like
to thank Mark M1DQI who helped with the initial install and the changeover/
upgrade.
Programme: We have a fairly active calendar together for the year, but should you
like to see or know of other items that should be considered please do not hesitate to
contact any committee member. Richard G3VZG is about to launch the Project for
construction this year, I think it is a very useful gadget indeed and looking forward to
it, you can’t afford to be without one!! Just to remind you all that we have agreed to
undertake VHF field Day again this year, 1st weekend in July, please keep the diary
free, I have, off to EI after!!
Best 73’s/ 88’s all Ken G8DIR.

Editorial
- Neil Simmonds M0KZP -

Good Spring to you all.
For reasons I am not sure of I was compelled to join the SARS committee and then
to compound my predicament I volunteered to ‘do’ the newsletter. Here is the first
effort; I have enjoyed my task so far but I am sure you don’t want it to be all about
me filling in blank pages to pad out a newsletter. To that end please submit
something for publication!
I received a very wise piece of advice as a young teacher about an assembly I was
about to host. I intended to discuss heroes and what they mean to us, I mused this
with a wise-old teacher. I had chosen my heroes (more of this later) and set out
what I was to say, after a long pause I was told how tedious the assembly would be.
“Kids aren’t that bothered about famous people they’re far more interested in what
you’ve been up to”. Wise and true words and the same is true of our radio
escapades.
Whether it’s what you’ve built, where you’ve operated from, how you’ve failed or your
shack and antennas. People are far more interested in what you’ve been up to than
you might think. I challenge you to put pen to paper and in some small way help our
club along. As for my heroes; at the time of the assembly I was torn between Lance
Armstrong, Dwain Chambers and Fred Dibner, all of them with a clean ‘record card’
at the time of my aborted assembly. So much for heroes, I hope Fred’s only
performance enhancing substance was good ole’ Yorkshire tea, he’s my last hope.
Our chair has opened this issue with a great account of our new repeater and its
quirks. As Richard G3VZG pointed out to me at the talk Ken G8DIR gave on the
new repeater in January “this ‘fusion system’ just needs ‘con’ adding to the front of
its name.” I’m sure we will marvel at our own confusion in the future. I’ve put a few
words together on the 3D printer I built, a sort of summary of the talk I have given at
both SARS and TDARS. Richard has kicked off the latest club project and set us
another conundrum and Alasdair has given us a brilliant insight into his ever
expanding CW key collection (leave some for me Al). Along with some brief news
and updates that’s the spring issue.
At the last minute Eamonn M0MEB slipped under the newsletter deadline with some
info to support his excellent CHIRP talk. Cheers old bean and a heartfelt thanks to
all those who have helped with the newsletter, especially Al, M0UAL and Ken
G8DIR.
73 de M0KZP
Neil Simmonds / nesimmonds@gmail.com

News
The antenna is moving!
After a lot of jiggery pokery and a couple of tons of concrete the antennas are
moving. The old telegraph pole is down and the new concrete plinth and freshly
fabricated mast base are installed. The email received from Ken G8DIR explains well
the progress so I copied it in here:
The Base for the Antenna mast
now
complete
and
the
baseplate fitted by the working
crew shown.
The Antenna came down from
its perch without a hitch.
The Mast is currently at
M0UAL's
and
will
be
transported to the club for
erecting some time towards the
end of May.
The 3 element HF beam will
need to be checked over prior
to, and also if it is going to be
installed the spare 2 MTR
Beam will require checking out.
73s Ken DIR chair.
As you can see a
crack
team
was
assembled and the
job was swiftly put
right, many thanks to
all the volunteers for
giving up a morning.
And especially Ken
who has given up a lot
more than a morning.
As you can see this is
a job that has been
‘done right’! [Sorry
Eamonn, I did what I
could
with
the
airbrush.- Ed.]

CW Net is on the Move
The search for a more convenient time for the SARS CW net was undertaken by Phil
M6PCY and after a lot of emails flying to and fro the time has moved from
Wednesday at 16.30 to Tuesday 16.30 still on 144.070.

Tammy Cummings M6OEN
Tammy has stepped down from the SARS committee and her role as deputy club
secretary due to increasing personal commitments. SARS would like to thank
Tammy for her commitment and time over the years and we all hope to see her
regularly on Thursdays and at SARS events.

Foundation Exam Results
We had 3 candidates take their foundation licence exam and all 3 passed with ease.
Testament the ability of the candidates and the quality of the training team; well-done
one and all.
Brian Alston
Andrew Spurling
Shaun Ruscoe

Up Coming events and activities
The club calendar is frequently updated so probably best to click on the link rather
than publish events in the newsletter.
http://www.salopradiosociety.org/calendar

Conundrum
QUESTION:- What is the minimum network of 120-Ω resistors required to create a
resistance of 80 Ω?
(Thanks to Richard G3VZG and answer is on the last page)

Digital Repeater Info
Ken G8DIR has forwarded to me a few pieces of key information about the digital
repeaters in our area and some more detailed information about how the Yaesu
Fusion System works. I have included these as hyperlinks as the documents are
detailed and some run to 10s of pages each.

Fusion/DMR repeaters on our area;
The following 2 links are to the RSGB/UKRepeater website with the necessary
access info for the repeaters across the UK and Ken has picked out the 5 Fusion
and 7 DMR.

Fusion
Hereford

GB3HC

70cm

Telford

GB3TF

70cm

Ludlow

GB3VM

2M

Ludlow

GB3VN

70cm

Hereford

GB3ZA

2M

https://www.ukrepeater.net/fusion.htm

DMR
Much Wenlock

GB7BX

70cm

Birmingham

GB7FW

70cm

Birmingham

GB7GB

70cm

Ludlow

GB7GT

70cm

Liverpool

GB7LP

70cm

Manchester

GB7MR

70cm

Stoke-on-Trent

GB7SI

70cm

https://www.ukrepeater.net/dmr.htm

More Detailed Information;
Yaesu Digital Communication Guide
Yaesu Fusion System Guide

CHIRP Software
- Eamonn Bias M0MEB Eamonn has put forward the following document in support of his recent talk on the
use of the open source radio programming software; CHIRP. A lot of the SARS
members use this free and adaptable package to reduce the complexities and costs
involved in using a PC to programme our ever increasingly complex radios. Thanks
Eamonn for the excellent talk and supporting documentation.
Before you begin
Before you begin to use CHIRP with your radio, it is important to understand the two
different modes of operation. Each radio falls into one of two categories:
Mode Behaviour
The radio's memories are downloaded or uploaded all at once in a single
clone operation. You can download an image of this type of radio, which
includes all settings, including memories, VFO state, etc. The radio enters (or
Clone must be put into) a special mode of operation while communicating with the
PC and is typically power cycled after completion of a transfer. Changes to the
memories are made against a saved image, and then are uploaded to the
radio.
The radio remains on and active during communication with the computer.
Memories are transferred one at time from the radio to the computer or from
the computer to the radio. Changes to memories are made in real time against
Live
the radio as they are entered by the user. An image of this type of radio cannot
be saved to disk in the same way that a clone-mode radio can. If you want to
store the memories in a file, you must export them to a CSV or chirp file.
Note that CSV and chirp files may also be opened and edited directly, but you will
not be able to upload directly from those types to any of the radios. You must always
either download from a radio (or open an image of it) first and then Import the
contents of your CSV or chirp file into it before uploading.
Basic Procedure for Programming
Step 1: Download contents from the radio
1.
Start CHIRP and Click the Radio menu and
choose Download From Radio
2.
The Clone window opens
3.
Select the serial port you intend to use from the drop down menu
4.
Select the correct Vendor and (if necessary) the appropriate Model
5.
Click OK to start the download process. Clone-mode radios will display
a progress bar indicating how much of the image has been downloaded. Livemode radios will immediately jump to the memory editor and begin to populate
it with memories as they are downloaded from the radio.

Note for Yaesu radios: There are series of steps that must be followed in order
for Yaesu radios to be properly cloned. The above process is still accurate, but
keeps in mind the following:
•
The radio should already be in clone mode before clicking
the OK button to initiate the download (step 5 above).
•
After clicking the OK button (step 5 above), you should press the button
on your radio that initiates the clone transmission. This is usually indicated on
the screen by Clone TX or similar.
Step 2: Make changes
Once you have the radio contents displayed in the memory editor, you can proceed
to make your changes. This may include manual edits or importing memories from
other sources. If you are using a clone-mode radio, you may wish to save a .img file
of your radio as and after you make your changes. Live mode radio users will have
their changes immediately take effect in the radio and do not need to proceed to
Step 3.
Step 3: Upload changes back to the radio
(For clone-mode radios only!)
Once you have made all the edits you need to make, you should upload your image
back to the radio. With your image open, go to the Radio menu and choose
Upload To Radio. The Vendor and Model are already known, so all you need to do is
choose a serial port.
Note for Yaesu radios: Like the download procedure, the upload procedure must
follow a particular sequence. Make sure that your radio is already in clone mode and
it is already waiting for an incoming clone transmission. This is usually indicated on
the screen by Clone Wait or Clone RX.
Other Operations
Exporting To A Generic File
If you wish to save memories from an existing radio out to a generic file that can be
imported into other radios or edited by hand, use the Export function in the menu.
1.
Start CHIRP and download a temporary image of your source radio
2.
Use the Export function to choose a CSV or chirp file of your radio's
contents
3.
Choose some or all of the memories to export
Importing From Another File
If you have an image from another radio (even another type), you can import that
into an image or live mode radio using the Import function in the menu.
1.
Start CHIRP and download a temporary image of your target radio
2.
Use the Import function to choose a source file (CSV, CHIRP,
.img, or .icf)
3.
Choose some or all of the memories to import
4.
Upload the changed image back to your target radio

3D Printing
- Neil Simmonds M0KZP I’m new to radio but not to the world of making stuff. I’m endlessly curious and
perhaps a bit too tight to buy something if I can build it myself; this is the reason I
started the construction of a 3D printer. The whole world of 3D printing started in the
80s in the USA. The process was expensive and specialised and remained so until
only quite recently. The internet and open source projects enabled this technology
to be democratised and the inventive ‘home’ engineers took to 3D printing with great
abandon. RepRap and MakerBot were the early leaders and the technology they
developed has become the foundation of open source 3D printing.
My Printer started with a
‘crowd funding’ project. An
inventive entrepreneur and
engineer had developed a
very interesting 3D printer,
he intended to put into
production and to this end
he published some quite
detailed plans to help raise
interest.
These are the
plans I followed, not a copy
but substantially based on
the ‘EventerBot’ as it was
known.
Once
the
entrepreneur had raised his
£250,000 he vanished! The
rest of the promised details
never followed and I was cut
adrift, time to roll up my
sleeves and work it out for
myself.

How it works
The majority of 3D printers you see at the cheaper end of the market (less than
£25,000!) are ‘fused deposition technology’. This is quite simple; a plastic filament of
about 3mm is heated up until it melts (210c), it is then extruded through a nozzle with
a 0.4mm hole. This fine filament is then deposited or ‘drawn’ onto a heated bed
(50c); the low level of heat helps the plastic bond to the glass bed. The plastic
filament solidifies and the printer then continues until the layer is complete. The
heated bed then moves down 0.3mm and the next layer is deposited on top of the
last. This process continues layer after layer until the object has been constructed,
the number of layers can run into hundreds if the object is tall enough. Not a fast

process but a simple one none the less. This is called an additive process; you only
use the right amount of material and no wastage. A more traditional method is the
wasting process; you start with a bigger block of plastic and then reduce and cut
away until you have the object you want. 3D printing is still faster than the traditional
methods.

Designing
This is done using Computer Aided Design (CAD) software. Perhaps the most
difficult part of the process, the software that is really useful has a steep and long
learning curve. You
can copy someone
else’s design; a
number of websites
exist that are a
repository
of
designs
people
have
done
and
given to the world
through
open
source
channels.
You can scan an
existing object but
this can be more
complex
than
starting the design
for yourself using
CAD.

What do you do
with it?
This is a question I am
often asked and for the
majority of the time I am
making parts for a
greater project. It’s a bit
contrived to use the
machine for the sake of
it and deciding to
specify only 3D printed
parts could compromise
a design or construction
if a better materials or
process is possible.
But, I do use it quite a
lot especially with the
pupils I teach at school.

Perhaps the biggest
single
project
I
completed was for a
casing/mini man pack for
a Leixen Chinese 2/70
FM rig. This unit is tiny,
perhaps not much bigger
than a cigarette packet.
I found myself at a loose
end early in 2015 after
recovering
from
a
downturn in health. So I
set to and built this case.
The CAD work took
perhaps 8 hours and
each element of the print
took about 3 hours to
print. But you don’t have
to stand and watch the machine, start it and check it periodically. I’ve included a few
images of both CAD work and final project. The case works well, pity about the rig.

The Future
Some aspects of this technology have raced ahead, the printing of exotic metals into
complex shapes by companies like NASA has revolutionised some aspects of the
aerospace industry. It isn’t a process for mass production but for one offs and
prototyping it has little to equal it. I personally don’t think every home will have one,
a few certainly will but perhaps it’s the likes of BMW who need a lot of one off parts
when servicing a car especially parts no longer in production. They may just print
what they need when
they need it. You can
buy a 3D printer kit
from China for £300,
and they are not bad,
but you still have to
build
it
yourself,
commission it, learn
how to use the
software and fix it
when it breaks down,
as they have an
annoying habit of
doing all too often.
But then again the
first Apple computers
were homebrew kits and Steve Jobs ideas turned out to be reasonably successful.
When the process is made as simple as printing a letter from your computer then it
might be in most homes. I still can’t see my mother buying one.

History at Your Fingertips
- Alasdair M0UAL One of the best things about amateur radio is the wide variety of special interests
radio amateurs have. My own ‘hobby within a hobby’ is working CW and learning
about the history of Telegraphy. This really comes alive when you use an old
telegraph key and can literally feel the history at your fingertips! It’s a great feeling to
be connected to the past like this and each key has its own story to tell.
Over the years I’ve built up a modest collection of keys, which grows as and when
funds permit! Each key sees some active use before finding a place on the shelf,
ready for its next turn on the desk. A few of the more interesting ones are shown in
this article and I hope you will enjoy seeing them and learning about their history. I
am by no means an expert but have tried to give some historical background where I
can. There are many websites and books available for anyone wanting more details.
Although telegraphy dates from the 19th century the early keys are a bit scarce and I
don’t own any yet, so we’ll need to start our story about 100 years ago. . .
By the early 1900s Telegraph systems
connected the whole world using
landlines and trans-oceanic submarine
cables and the keys shown here date
from this period.
The Steel Lever key was patented in
1881 by Jesse Bunnell, a renowned Civil
War telegrapher. It solved a design flaw
in earlier keys, where the wear between
brass and steel parts caused excess
sideways play in the lever. This made
the key feel ‘sticky’ and it became very
difficult and frustrating to use.
Bunnell’s historic patent, using a crossshaped steel lever, launched a new era
in design, copied by most other key
makers. The Thompson key was
probably made under licence for
Western Union.

U.S.A. Early 1900s: Bunnell Steel Lever
Key & Western Union 2A Legless Key
made by Thompson Levering Co.

Both keys are small, with a light feel and need to be handled delicately – a testament
to the skill of their original operators! They work best when used with the ‘elbow on
the desk’, or ‘U.S.’ sending style. Outside the U.S. keys were mostly heavy, tall
brass designs, needing an ‘elbow off the desk’, or ‘European’ sending style.
Notably, the contacts on these landline keys are also very small (around 1/16”) as
they only needed to handle a small current. By way of contrast, spark transmitters
that came into use shortly after this time needed keys with much larger contacts to
handle the high currents involved.

Across telegraphy offices at the turn of the 20th century, the sheer volume of traffic
sent by hand put a big physical strain on telegraphers. Unlike many of us today who
simply enjoy CW as a hobby, this was their living, and the repetitive strain often
caused ‘Glass Arm’, or Carpal Tunnel Syndrome as we now call it. Their sending
capacity was also limited by the top speed of a straight-key (~30 w.p.m.).
However, the next evolution in telegraph keys neatly solved both these problems. In
1903 Horace G. Martin patented the Autoplex, the first semi-automatic or ‘Bug’ key.
This automatically made the ‘dots’ and the operator made the ‘dahs’ manually. The
key was mounted horizontally and operated with side-to-side movements, reducing
strain on the operator significantly and allowing speeds of over 40 w.p.m.
The Autoplex was an electro-mechanical device that needed batteries so it was not
very convenient to use. This led to a further development by Martin in 1904 of the
first fully mechanical semi-automatic key: The Vibroplex. The design of the Vibroplex
‘Original’ key has remained almost unchanged since then, and it is still sold today.
This is my own Vibroplex ‘Original’
and it looks almost identical to one
made over a hundred years ago. The
basic mechanical principle of using a
weighted, vibrating pendulum arm to
make the dots is unchanged, only the
cosmetics have been altered.
I got lucky finding this, as I had
always wanted one that was born in
the same year as me. I will leave it
to readers who know me to judge
who has aged the best!
1961 Vibroplex ‘Original’ Bug Key
In late 1904 another horizontal-type key was
launched by Bunnell & Co. now run by John
Ghegan after Bunnell’s death in 1899. This
‘Double Speed’ key has one lever with a
contact either side for making dots & dahs
manually and was sold as being simpler to
use, more portable and cheaper than a Bug.
The modern-style shorting bar knob dates
mine to the 1950s when they were last made.
Although many such ‘Sideswiper’ or ‘Cootie’
keys like this have been made by various
companies over the years they have never
proved quite as popular as Bugs.
It is often claimed that this key was first
patented in 1888 but this is disputed by some
experts as there seems no evidence of this in
patent registers or catalogues from that time.

1904-50s: Bunnell Double Speed Key

The Vibroplex company patented several Bug designs over the years and was
fiercely protective of them, often suing other makers for patent infringement. They
forced almost all of them out of business and any operators still using ‘Bootleg Bugs’
had to pay a $2 license fee to continue using them. They had to buy a special
license tag to attach to their ‘illegal’ Bug to legitimise its use. Vibroplex ruled!
One exception in the patent battles was the Mecograph key, patented by William O.
Coffe in 1904, just before the first Vibroplex. This was a vertical design but does not
seem to have been that popular. However, around 1906, a variant of this was
launched called the ‘right-angle’ key. This did not infringe Martin’s patent as it made
dots by releasing tension on a spring, whereas the Vibroplex worked by building
tension. Martin must have kicked himself for not covering that off in his own patent!
Various versions of the ‘right-angle’
key were made from 1907 to 1913
in direct competition to Vibroplex.
Mine is a No. 6 key from c. 1909. It
still works perfectly and makes a
lovely, soothing, ‘ticking’ sound.

1909 Mecograph ‘right-angle’
(a Vibroplex patent-buster!)

Mecograph’s owner, Benjamin
Bellows died in 1913 and Vibroplex
bought his company. Production
of this key was swiftly ended and
Vibroplex ruled again!

An interesting key developed by
Vibroplex and sold from 1911 to 1923
was the Model X.
Unlike most Bugs, which have two
contacts (one for dots & one for dahs),
this has a single contact for both. The
action on the contact is controlled by a
clever, linked dual-lever mechanism.
Mine has two weights (to slow it down
to my level!) and you can really feel the
pendulum arm swing. A very lively
feedback from a nice old key.

1918 Vibroplex Model X

Although the Model X (in two variants) was made for twelve years it was not as
popular as the traditional Bug design. I think this may partly be because it is a bit
tricky to setup. Small adjustments of the lever position screws make a big difference.
I also had a very spooky experience with this key once. I finished using it one night
and left it connected to a practice oscillator. In the morning I heard an eerie tone
from the shack and, when I checked, it was from the key. Somehow the shorting bar
had closed itself… just one of those odd occurrences, or was it a ghostly telegrapher
of old trying to send me a message..? I will keep an eye and ear on it, just in case.

By the 1920s the early Vibroplex patents had expired so many different
manufacturers were able to enter the market. The Bugs and straight keys made
from this period up to WW2 are very collectable and not too hard to find in nice
condition. Here are two of my favourites from that era, both made by T. R. McElroy.

1938 McElroy Deluxe ‘Mac’ Speed Key

1938 McElroy Streamkey

Theodore (Ted) Roosevelt McElroy, or ”Mac”,
was a celebrated telegrapher and key maker,
who began as a civilian operator in WW1. He
started making keys in 1934 with a very
distinctive style, which are arguably the best
looking keys ever made. I just love the
‘marbelite’ finish on the Bug and the art-deco
‘flat-iron’ styling of the chrome Streamkey.
McElroy held the world record for copying
Morse at a speed of 75.2 w.p.m. and was
also a champion typist. He proudly displayed
his achievements on the labels of his keys.
McElroy was well known for his ‘teardrop’ shaped keys
and Bugs, and produced a variety of models. Another
innovation he introduced was the ‘dot stabiliser’.
A common problem with Bugs is that the dot contact on
the vibrating pendulum arm can make a poor connection
with the fixed contact and the dots can sound scratchy.
The stabiliser is simply a small retaining hook fitted to
the pendulum that pre-tensions the dot recoil spring.
This gives a smoother contact with less bounce, helping
to make cleaner sounding dots. It was also sold as an
accessory and actually does work quite well in practice.

Of course, shortly after McElroy’s lovely 1938 keys were made saw the start of
WW2, with an obvious increase in demand for signals equipment on all sides of the
conflict. This period is a huge subject in its own right for telegraphy and radio
historians and there are many examples of keys from this time. Here are just a few.
On the left is the famous Junker key, first
patented in 1920 by Joseph Junker, a
WW1 German Naval Radio Officer. It has
been used extensively in peace and
wartime, with a design almost unchanged
in over eighty years. This one probably
dates from the 1960s. The Junker has a
well-deserved reputation for being a robust,
precise key. It is a joy to use and almost
guaranteed to improve your sending!
The key on the right is a WW2 Baumuster
T1. It feels like a confident, younger sibling
to the Junker and is very easy to use.
It carries a ‘Waffenamt’
stamp showing it was
built and inspected in
WW2 but I doubt it was
actually issued then as
it came in its own box.
The two keys on the right and all their many
variants were the mainstay of the U.S.
Signals Corps in WW2 and produced to the
same spec. by a variety of manufacturers.
There are still plenty out there if you want to
give one a try. For me, they don’t feel quite
as nice as a modern straight key or, dare I
say it, the Junker or T1 above.
U.S. Army Signals Corps. J-43 & J-38

These are both ‘Flameproof’ keys, with
totally enclosed contacts to prevent
sparks reaching explosive environments,
like the inside of a Lancaster bomber.

RAF Type F ‘bathtub’ US. Navy Flameproof

The hinge clip on the Type-F could also
be used to hold the knob down to give a
continuous emergency DF signal in the
event of a crew bailout. The US key was
actually a copy of a German design.

The last WW2 key shown here is
the J-36 Bug. It is the same design
as the Vibroplex Lightning Bug from
1927. The army chose this design
as it used simple, modular parts
and was easy to maintain. To meet
high wartime demand the J-36 was
built by other makers too, including
Bunnell and Lionel (as shown here).
A common problem with the Lionel
J-36 is that the label is made of
celluloid that curls and shrinks over
the years. As I am banned from
using glue at home (long story) I am
very grateful to Richard G3VZG for
his efforts to glue-down the rogue
label on my J-36!
So, that brings us to the end of WW2 and the start of the modern era of electronic
keyers, iambic paddles and the like, which is where we will have to leave things. I
hope you’ve enjoyed reading some of the history of telegraphy and looking at the nice
keys! Just to end on a peacetime note here are two interesting post-war British keys.
The Marconi 365 line of maritime keys began in
the 1930s and the EZ is a famously solid key
with industrial-strength key-click suppression
and large contacts (incl. a spare set) - a legacy
from the era of the spark transmitter. (Although,
remarkably, some ships still had a spark Tx for
emergency use as late as the 1950s).
This key has never seen service though and
we should all be very glad it hasn’t. It sat in a
cabinet at a Scottish DECCA Navigator station,
ready to signal our Polaris submarines in the
event of nuclear war if our main naval VLF
stations (like Criggion) were destroyed! A real
piece of Cold War history at your fingertips…

Marconi 365EZ c. 1970s

This last key is an Eddystone S689 Bug c. 1948.
There are just a few British designed Bugs
around and this is the best known, although only
about 500 were sold. It has a striking appearance,
similar to McElroy’s teardrop Bugs, with an
innovative single paddle and good speed range.
Sadly, it never became popular and I can possibly
see why as it feels a bit less refined than its US
cousins but it’s still a nice, plucky British attempt!

Club Project
- Richard Golding G3VZG It is time to blow the dust off your soldering irons and warm them up ready for the
SARS 2016 construction project. This year’s project is a hand-held component tester
– see below.
Don’t be misled by the front panel, label, it
is much more than a ‘Transistor Tester’, it
will identify and test the following
components:• Resistors
• Capacitors
• Inductors
• Diodes
• Transistors
MOSFET)
• SCRs

(NPN,

PNP,

FET

&

In addition to component test, it also
incorporates
an
audio
square-wave
generator and frequency meter.
Operation is fully automatic, just plug your
component into the test socket, press the
test knob, and the tester will recognise and
display the results on the graphical screen.
Resistance, capacitance and inductance
values are displayed with a 4 digit
resolution as follows;

•
•
•

Resistance – measurement range up to 50Mohm. Max resolution 0.1 ohm,
Capacitance - measurement range from 25pF to 100mF (100,000uF). Max
resolution 0.1pF. With higher value capacitors, ESR (Equivalent Series
Resistance) is also displayed with a resolution of 0.01 ohm
Inductance – measurement range from 0.01mH to 20H

The picture above shows the results when testing an E300 FET.
The tester has correctly identified the E300 as an N channel JFET and pinout 123 =
DSG (Drain, Source & Gate). Also displayed is the Drain/Source current of 2.1mA at
a Gate threshold voltage of 1.5V

The heart of the tester is an ATMEGA328 microprocessor chip, which is also used in
the Arduino. The tester was originally developed on the Arduino platform and there
are now many versions available with varying capabilities and display options.
The kit chosen for our project uses thru’ hole components, making it suitable for
home construction (no surface mount devices to solder) so there is no excuse for not
building one!
All components are mounted on a single double-sided PCB:The kit includes all components needed to
complete the project, apart from the PP3
battery:https://copy.com/wBdnTSsdB3DBEmT
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The housing assembly instructions can be
downloaded from:
http://img.banggood.com/file/products/
20151016033628SKU273392.doc

Assembly instructions for the pcb section
can be downloaded from:
For those interested, there will be a talk at
the club on April 21st to describe the
tester in a little more detail and deal with
any assembly problems you may have.
We have ordered 14 kits as an initial
batch, so contact a member of the
committee if you are interested in one but
don’t delay they are going fast.
73 G3VZG

Conundrum Answer
The simplest network contains three resistors:
2 in series (240 Ω) in parallel with one more (120 Ω) equals 80 Ω.

